Abstract-In order to help youngsters who are confronted with cyberbullying, the Friendly ATTAC project aims to develop a serious game. In this paper the novel virtual game scenario generation process for this serious game is presented. The goal of the process is to allow non-technical users to model virtual scenarios. After writing the scenarios, the scenarios can be modelled in ATTAC-L and afterwards translated in computer interpretable XML. This XML is then used to automatically build the scenario within the game engine so that it can be played. This paper details the ATTAC-L scenario generation and how it is translated to an in game scenario. Thanks to the presented tools and methods, it is possible to transform a written scenario into an in game virtual game scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cyberbullying (bullying via electronic communication tools) is a relatively recent phenomenon that especially occurs among early adolescents (12-15 year olds). As cyberbullying may have a serious impact on the mental (and physical) wellbeing of victims, many societal actors are currently involved in anti-cyberbullying initiatives. They strongly plea for evidencebased, appealing, ICT-related intervention tools that empower youngsters confronted with cyberbullying.
The Friendly ATTAC project [1] studies and develops an innovative serious game to help youngsters deal with cyberbullying issues. By means of highly personalized virtual experience scenarios, providing players with immediate feedback in a safe computer-mediated environment, the project attempts to modify behavior patterns of bullies, bystanders and victims. This is done by allowing youngsters, through the use of the virtual scenarios, to experience different roles (bully, victim, or bystander) in cyber bullying incidents during the game, to react to those experiences, and to get adjusted feedback based on their individual reactions. This will increase their empathy, enhance their social skills or teach/train them relevant coping strategies.
The scenarios and interactions within the serious game are based on theoretical and empirical knowledge regarding personal and contextual determinants of cyber bullying that are obtained by performing a well-established intervention method from the field of health psychology: Intervention Mapping (IM) [2] .
One of the challenges of the project is to translate these theoretical and empirical knowledge regarding personal and contextual determinants and causes of cyber bullying into attractive virtual scenarios for youngsters. As the scenarios are developed by social scientists, health psychologists, computer scientists, people working in the field, and game designers, the interdisciplinary collaboration requires tools and methods that can be easily used and understood by all parties involved, also non-technical users. These tools can be used to develop new scenarios and game levels and semi-automatically create the actual game. This is not only important in the context of the project, but also later on (after the end of the project) when new scenarios need to be developed for the same or a related domain.
To achieve this, a domain-specific modeling language is developed to accommodate domain experts in the design process of these scenarios/games. They can use this domainspecific modeling language, called ATTAC-L, to write down their game scenarios and have it automatically translated to an XML file, which can be used in the code generator to translate the scenario into actual game moves.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. The next section outlines serious games and the general concept of our solution to semi-automatically translate theoretical and empirical knowledge into attractive virtual scenarios. Subsequently, in Section III we define the features of the domain-specific modeling language, ATTAC-L, and in Section IV how it is translated into an XML file. Section V covers the scenario code generator that translates the scenario into actual game moves. Next, Section VI describes the resulting game, while Section VII covers the testing framework. Finally, in Section VIII we summarize the most important conclusions of our work and our plans for the future.
II. GENERAL CONCEPT
Serious games are computer or video games that are not only designed for fun, but also have an educational purpose. It is however essential and challenging to maintain the ballance between the game element and the learning aspect, otherwise the desired effect (e.g. impact on health behavior, enhancing social skills) is missed.
The choice for a tailored serious game to promote health to youngsters is certainly supported by scientific evidence [3] . Tailoring, also called personalised advice, refers to creating custom health messages for each person to make these messages more relevant. For each learning outcome, different game features lead to different effects. For example, for teaching skills and increasing self-efficacy, simple games without storyline are better suited. On the other hand, for teaching knowledge and attitudes, both simple and complex games can be used. This implies that a game aiming for different learning outcomes should be best divided into several subgames so the right style can be chosen for the learning objective.
For the Friendly ATTAC serious game, focussing on helping youngsters dealing with cyberbullying issues, the school context seems feasible. This way, on one hand, the likelihood increases that also poorly motivated youngsters are reached to adapt their social behavior, and on the other hand, a pretty simple game can be developed to draw their attention. Moreover, the game can be plugged into the curriculum as the involvement of schools is a key factor in addressing bullying.
Scenario/level generation is often done via procedural content generation (PCG), which refers to creating game content automatically, through algorithmic means [4] , [5] . In this research several steps have to be followed in order to generate a scenario for the serious game. The steps can be seen seen in Figure 1 . Firstly, social scientists have to write a scenario which incorporates their theories and hypothesis they want to test or model. Secondly, via an authoring tool they can translate their written scenario into an ATTAC-L scenario. The ATTAC-L language is a graphically illustrated modeling language for educational virtual scenarios, understandable by non-technical people. The third step consists of the XML file generation based on the ATTAC-L scenario. By using XML, it is possible for a computer to read and interpret the scenario. The fourth step takes the XML file and translates it into actual game moves. The different tools and methods have been implemented and are currently used to build the different levels of the serious game for the Friendly ATTAC project. In the next sections, the different steps of the process are described in more detail. In order to illustrate the entire process, a use case is provided throughout this paper.
Use case
Setting: There are three people namely the player, John Smith (non-playable character) and Kate Johnson (nonplayable character). Kate is 16 years old and female. John is 15 years old and male. They all go to school together and all know each other, but only the player and John are friends and respect each other. Both the player and John do not like Kate since she is a bully, and therefore they do not respect her.
Situation: Kate sends a tweet to John saying he better not show his face tomorrow at school or bad things will happen. Luckily the player is brave and tells Kate to shut up and John to ignore the tweets. Kate is angry and warns them both to watch out tomorrow because bad things will happen. Now the player gets a choice to ignore the tweet or respond with the text "Bring it on". Depending on the chosen response Kate won't tweet anything or tweet "HAHAHA".
III. ATTAC-L
Rather than resorting to natural language to specify the scenarios, a more formal approach is used, which has the advantage over natural language of not being ambiguous and allowing to a certain extent the semi-automatically creation of the actual games.
To achieve this, a domain-specific modeling language, called ATTAC-L is developed to accommodate domain experts in the design process of these scenarios/games. A domainspecific modeling language [6] is a language that uses a dedicated vocabulary and provides abstractions that make the specifications of solutions easier and more accessible for domain experts. The domain-specific modeling language is implemented as a graphical language as these graphical specifications are easier for the communication with nontechnical people. These graphical or visual specifications are easier for the communication with non-technical people than textual languages; they are also helpful for conveying complex models and designs as they can help people to grasp large amounts of information more quickly than large listings of text.
The general idea of ATTAC-L is to express the story of a game in a way as intuitive as possible. Therefore, a combination of flowcharts and natural language like syntax is used. The natural language like syntax is used to specify the individual game moves in the game, while the flowchart approach is used to express the chronological order between the game moves. By a natural language like syntax, we mean that sentences are used that look/read like simple natural language sentences but actually have a strict syntax to make them understandable by the computer. The sentences are also not expressed as text but by means of a graphical notation using bricks.
Bricks are the basic building blocks for specifying game moves, i.e. the actual steps that will be performed in a game. The bricks are organized in different categories, indicated by mean of a color, and can be connected to each other according to certain rules that are influenced by the grammatical rules from the natural language syntax. The result is a construct that unambiguously describes a game move, expressed in a human-readable form.
Creating an Non-Playable Character (NPC)
Besides using ATTAC-L for specifying the player's game moves, it is important to have other characters apart from the player as well. ATTAC-L can also be used to create these NonPlayable Characters (NPCs).
For the presented use case, two NPCs are created, i.e. Kate and John. The NPC character creation using ATTAC-L for the presented use case can be seen in Figure 2 ). 
Communication
As the Friendly ATTAC serious game is a game against cyberbullying, it is important to have communication between the characters in the game. An example of the player sending a tweet to NPC Kate can be found in Figure 3 . 
Sequence
A sequence is used to indicate a sequential order between game moves and is graphically represented by a sequence brick in ATTAC-L. A sequence brick is represented as an empty gray block connecting the ending and starting brick of the two consecutive game moves. Figure 4 presents the player sending a tweet to Kate, who subsequently tweets back to the player. 
Choice
A choice defines a point in the scenario where this scenario is split into two or more alternative paths and a decision has to be made on which path to follow. To indicate the choice, a choice brick is used in ATTAC-L. Figure 5 gives the player the choice between two tweets to be send to Kate. 
Concurrency
Apart from a choice, concurrency is also possible. A concurrency structure encapsulates two or more paths that are followed concurrently at the same time. The different paths are started together but are not required to end together. An example can be seen in Figure 6 where the player concurrently tweets Hi and Hello to Kate. Figure 2 ; the rest of the use case scenario can be found in Figure 7 .
For more information on the ATTAC-L domain specific modeling language, the reader is referred to [7] .
IV. ATTAC-L TO XML CONVERSION
Once a scenario is constructed in ATTAC-L using the authoring tool, this scenario can be translated to an XML file, using the same authoring tool. The authoring tool is web-based and uses HTML, JS and CSS to let users easily construct the scenarios. In the back-end, these scenarios are translated to XML so they can be used by the code generator to translate them into actual game moves.
In this section, the XML structures are given for the matching ATTAC-L examples of the previous section.
Creating an Non-playable character (NPC)
The ATTAC-L creation of Kate and John, the NPCs in the game, is translated into the following XML:
Listing 1: Non-playable character creation via ATTAC-L <defineObject type="person" name="Kate" actorid="1" sex="female" age="16"> <verb type="know"> <who id="2" negate="false"/> <who id="0" negate="false"/> </verb> </defineObject> <defineObject type="person" name="John" actorid="2" sex="male" age="15"> <verb type="know"> <who id="1" negate="false"/> <who id="0" negate="false"/> </verb> <verb type="respect"> <who id="1" negate="true"/> <who id="0" negate="false"/> </verb> </defineObject> As in ATTAC-L, the XML structure has specific tags for certain bricks such as the verb tag or the who tag. It is important to note that both NPCs and the player get an id. These ids allow to specify the involved characters for each action. Eventually when this piece of XML is interpreted by the code generator, an NPC is spawn in the game which has connections to other characters.
Communication
The ATTAC-L example of NPC Claire sending a tweet to the player, uses a new verb together with a new object. This example translates into XML as:
Listing 2: XML example of a NPC sending a tweet to the player.
<gamemove subject="0"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hi"/> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove>
The XML structure is similar to the XML structure to create an NPC. However, the most outer tag now is the gamemove tag, indicating who is executing the game move. Under the gamemove tag, the verb tag can be found having the type "sendto" and a new tag within for the mediaObject. The mediaObject defines the type of object that will be sent. The who tag defines who the tweet is directed to and the property tag has an attribute key having the value content to define the message that will be tweeted.
Sequence
To translate sequential ATTAC-L game moves to XML, only two attributes need to be added to the XML structure:
Listing 3: Example of a sequence in XML.
<gamemove subject="0" id="tw1" next="tw2"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hi" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="1" id="tw2"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="0"/> <property key="content" value="Hello" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove>
The gamemove tags now have a id and next attribute instead of the subject attribute. The id attribute uniquely defines the game move; the next attribute defines which game move should be executed after the current game move. By adding these two attributes, no major changes are required to the XML structure. These two new attributes also support some control structures to happen, such as the choice control structure.
Choice
The choice structure in ATTAC-L uses the id and next attribute to define what should happen after the choice is made. An example can be seen here:
Listing 4: XML example of a choice.
<options id="choice1"> <option next="opt1">Tweet "Hi"</option> <option next="opt2">Tweet "Hello"</option> </options> <gamemove subject="0" id="opt1"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hi" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="0" id="opt2"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hello" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> Much of the previously defined structures are re-used here. There is also the addition of the options and option tags that define the choice that can be made and specify which game move should happen when one is chosen.
Concurrency
Apart from a choice, concurrency is also possible to encapsulate two or more paths that can be followed concurrently. Concurrency requires one tag to be added that encapsulates multiple game moves:
Listing 5: Example of a concurrency in XML. <concurrency> <gamemove subject="0"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hi" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="0"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Hello" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> </concurrency> Use case By combining the above XML listings, it is possible to translate the complete ATTAC-L use case to XML. The resulting XML to generate the NPCs can be found in Listing 1, while the rest of the scenario can be found in Listing 6.
Listing 6: Use case translated to XML.
<gamemove subject="1" next="con1"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="2"/> <property key="content" value="You better don't show your face tomorrow at school" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <concurrency id="con1" next="con2"> <gamemove subject="0"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/><property key="content" value="Please shut up"/> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="0"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="2"/><property key="content" value="Ignore her"/> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> </concurrency> <concurrency id="con2" next="select1"> <gamemove subject="1"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="0"/> <property key="content" value="You better watch out tomorrow, bad things will happen" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="1"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="2"/> <property key="content" value="You better watch out tomorrow, bad things will happen" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> </concurrency> <options id="select1"> <option next="opt1">Tweet "Bring it on"</option> <option next="opt2">Tweet"HAHAHA"</option> </options> <gamemove subject="0" id="opt1"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="Bring it on" /> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove> <gamemove subject="0" id="opt2"> <verb type="sendto"> <mediaObject object-class="tweet"> <who id="1"/> <property key="content" value="HAHAHA"/> </mediaObject> </verb> </gamemove>
V. SCENARIO CODE GENERATOR
For the implementation of the ATTAC-L system in the game engine, a scenario code generator is created. This scenario code generator ensures that the correct scenarios and game moves are activated or executed based on the input and actions of the player. For example, in the use case when the player selects the option to send the tweet "Bring it on" to Kate, the scenario system generates a tweet back to the player.
Another goal of the scenario code generator is to hide the implementation details of the virtual world from the scenario writers. However, it is still necessary for the writer to provide the system with some basic information, for example, the positioning of game characters and the location of important objects.
A general overview of the scenario system is given in Figure 8 .
Fig. 8: Scenario system
The game loop is executed a number of times per second (typical games aim for sixty frames per second). At the start of each frame, the scenario system will run its update method which will update the active scenarios, check if a new scenario must be activated or remove a scenario from the active list. The update process of the active scenario executes game moves and in the case of sequential game moves also checks if a game move has been completed. In Figure 9 , it is also shown that a game move can be executed on another thread, for example when an audio file is played. In that case the scenario update thread will check for the completion of the audio on regular time intervals. For short game moves (such as sending a tweet) the game move can be executed on the scenario update thread itself. A special case is the wait game move, which will disallow any other game move during its execution. For a concurrency block the situation is similar, but every game move will be executed on a separate thread. The update process of the concurrency block will then check for the completion of all the game moves that are children of this block. In the example in Figure 10 the concurrency block sets three characters on a path. The scenario will only continue when the three characters reach their distination. This allows a large amount of flexibility, for example the scenario will still work when one of the characters is placed in a different starting location.
Fig. 10: Concurrent game moves
A scenario can be activated when any number of conditions is met. For example, it is possible to activate a scenario when a player enters a predefined area of the virtual world, such as a classroom. Another activation possibility is when a game character "sees" (defined by a field of view and range) another character or the player himself. Finally, it is possible to schedule a scenario for later activation, by defining either a relative or absolute time for the activation.
Once a scenario is activated, the game moves in the scenario are executed, and the scenario is updated each frame. During the update process, the state of the current game move is checked. If the game move has completed, the next game move will be started. For example, if audio is used in a game move, the next game move will only be executed once the audio clip has completed. The update process is somewhat different in a concurrency block. In such a block all game moves will be started simultaneously, and the system will check of all the game moves in the concurrency block have completed. If this is the case the next game move block will be executed.
VI. RESULTING GAME
The following screenshots clarify how the connection with the game world is made. The choice was made to create a 3D game, though the concepts explained here are independent of the type of game. As a result of the non-playable character creation process, shown in Figure 2 , two characters are created in the virtual world, namely John and Kate, as shown in Figure  11 . The female character in the center is the player avatar.
In the presented use case, the scenario starts when the player (the female character in front) is close to John. The non-playable character John receives a tweet from Kate and in this case the avatar responds without user input, see Figure  12 .
After a couple of exchanges, the player is then presented with a choice, as defined in the options block in Listing 6. This is shown in Figure 13 In the last screenshot ( Figure 14) the last game move has finished, and the scenario is done.
In this scenario the choice was made to use the "seen by" condition, however this can be easily replaced by another condition. With the aim of highly personalized virtual experience scenarios, it is critically important to create a suitable test framework for these scenarios. Throughout the game the player can select individual responses to situations within scenarios. These responses can change the outcome of the current scenario, and can also influence the unfolding of situations in later scenarios. However, during development it is also necessary to test a scenario in isolation. For example, if a scenario takes place after thirty minutes of gameplay, it is not feasible or practicle to play the game only to test one particular scenario. To tackle this problem, two testing solutions are provided: save games and rewind. Save games are important for the initial development of a scenario, while rewind is more important for the exhaustive testing of a given scenario.
The save game is a well understood mechanism to store the current state of the game. While developing and testing a particular scenario, the social scientist can simply create a save game that will store the internal states of the player and all the in-game characters. When a problem with a scenario is detected, the ATTAC-L scenario structure can be adapted, and the game can then simply be rerun from the saved game. The saved game is also defined in XML and will run silently before the 3D world is shown to the player. Today, this mechanism is allready fully implemented in the scenario code generator.
The choices of the player influence the logical flow of the scenarios. It is therefore necessary to test all the logical pathways (or as many as possible) before the game can be released. Restarting the game to follow another path in a given scenario is not efficient during this exhaustive test, so a mechanism must be provided to "rewind" the game. After the completion of a given scenario, the developer can rewind the game to the beginning of the scenario and follow other paths within the scenario. This rewind mechanism is ongoing work, but can be implemented by reusing the current save game mechanism. If rewinding is enabled during testing of a scenario, alle game state changes are saved in an XML definition file, and are linked to the game move element that caused the state change. When the developer rewinds the game, the game state changes are undone. The rewinding process includes resetting the next game move or concurrency block that will be executed.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a virtual game scenario generation process for serious games. By using this process it is possible for non-technical people to model virtual scenarios in the serious game. Technical details are provided on how the scenarios can be modelled in ATTAC-L and afterwards be translated in computer interpretable XML. This XML is then used to automatically build the scenario and game moves within the game engine so that it can be played. In order to test the scenario, a testing framework is also provided. Thanks to the presented tools and methods, it is possible to transform a written scenario into an in game virtual game scenario without having technical or game programming skills.
Future work consists of extending ATTAC-L. The current version of ATTAC-L has limited pre-defined verbs, resulting in a limited amount of pre-defined actions in the scenario code generator. In the future the vocabulary of verbs will be expanded, matching the story behind the serious game and allowing more actions to become possible in the game.
